Determination for dry layer resistance of sucrose under various primary drying conditions using a novel simulation program for designing pharmaceutical lyophilization cycle.
Dry layer resistance, which is the resistance of dried cake against water vapor flow generated from sublimation, is one of the important parameters to predict maximum product temperature and drying time during primary drying in lyophilization. The purpose of this study was to develop the predictive model of dry layer resistance under various primary drying conditions using the dry layer resistance obtained from a preliminary lyophilization run. When the maximum dry layer resistance was modified under the assumption that the chamber pressure is zero, the modified dry layer resistance, which is defined as specific dry layer resistance, correlated well with the sublimation rate. From this correlation, the novel predictive model including the empirical formula of sublimation rate and specific dry layer resistance is proposed. In this model, the dry layer resistance under various conditions of shelf temperature and chamber pressure was successfully predicted based on the relationship of the sublimation rate and specific dry layer resistance of the edge and center vials obtained from the product temperature in one preliminary cycle run. It is expected that this predictive model could be a practical and useful tool to predict product temperature during primary drying.